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The revolutionary new cushion court system
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Secondly, Laykold Masters Gel is mixed elastic which is far 
superior to point elastic systems. Mixed elastic surfaces minimize 
the depth of “foot depression” which protects an athlete’s knees 
and ankles from injury during high velocity, lateral changes of 
direction.

The third and most impressive characteristic of the Laykold 
Masters Gel system is its ENERGY RETURNING property.  In 
simple terms, the Laykold Masters Gel system doesn’t just 
absorb the force an athlete produces during competition, it also 
returns that energy to the athlete reducing fatigue...
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First injury prevention, Laykold Masters Gel provides a high 
level of impact protection (17%+) from the repetitive rigors of 
training and competition...  
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Laykold Masters Gel offers consistent, reliable footing with 
true fence-to-fence cushioning, a characteristic that had since 
been unheard of in the cushioned tennis and sport court market. 
Whether you are playing at the net or playing at the baseline, 
you can be sure that both ball speed and foothold will remain 
the same.

What good is cushioning if it only lasts one season? 
Under the old cushion technology, sport courts lose cushioning 
as they age and will be down to a 0% force reduction, basically a 
hard court, roughly 3 years after installation. Laykold Masters 
Gel ground-breaking technology puts an end to that! Laykold 
Masters Gel cushion courts will retain 95% - 98% of their 
flexibility after 10 years!

For athletes to remain healthy while achieving peak 
performance, their bodies need three key factors from      
a surface. 
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Laykold Masters Gel is a revolutionary, technologically 

advanced, seamless cushioned court system manufactured 

utilizing 60%+ renewable resources.  The all-weather court 

surface offers a wide variety of benefits to all ages and 

ability. From recreational to professional athlete, Laykold 

Masters Gel provides 17%+ force reduction enhancing 

player performance by reducing joint impact and body 

fatigue.  The chemistry is complex but the result is simple.


